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Original Photo - no enhancements Edited Photo



Photo 1
The original photo was cropped. The 
light was adjusted to make it a bit darker 
and the color was enhanced. The white 
balance was adjusted to 4662K. The hue 
was made slightly cooler and the 
saturation increased to make the leaves 
greener and contrast better with the tree 
trunk.



Original Photo Edited Photo



The original photo was first cropped to 
enlarge it slightly. It was enhanced with a 
“vivid” filter. The light was decreased and 
the hue was made warmer. The edges 
were sharpened. The result is a warmer 
overall tone to brighten the photo.



Original Photo Edited Photo



The photo was first cropped to enlarge it. 
The light was then decreased and the 
color intensified. White balance was 
adjusted - temperature at 4335K. The hue 
was slightly warmed, the saturation 
increased a little and the luminance by a 
lot. The edges were sharpened. The result 
is the almost neon colors of the reds and 
pinks and a greater contrast in the 
background granite - the grays bring out 
the pinks much more.





The photo was first cropped. The light 
was greatly increased, as well as the 
color. White balance stayed a neutral 
gray. The hue, saturation and luminance 
remained balanced. The result are the 
neon green and blue colors, making this 
photo look like a pop art painting. 



Original Photo
Edited Photo



This photo was first cropped. The light 
was then decreased for more contrast. 
The color was enhanced and the white 
balance was set to skin tone. The hue and 
saturation were balanced but the 
luminance was decreased. The photo 
intensity was sharpened, as well as the 
edges to achieve this intensely colored 
flower against a much more vivid green 
background.

Online album link: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TT1rSL8LHvowbfl-a3UyY0k
46vAPU0d2kU61WzkMnlQ/edit#slide=id.g2bf17fcbd59_1_45 
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